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From the earliest records of ancient civilizations to modern times, man has been revealed as a species on a  

  quest searching for his origins and attempting to establish a conscious and continuous link to his Creator. 

  he has felt lonely, trapped, and confused in a world he has neither understood nor fully been able to  

  develop harmoniously within. 

 

Records left by Cro-Magnon man, dating back to 45,000 years ago, reveal paintings in caves of the quality  

  of creative genius, depicting animals in an attempt to magically bring the game to life to assist with pro- 

  visions.  Neolithic civilizations of 30,000 BC allow us to trace our earliest known cult to a female deity - 

  the spirit of fertility as a life creating force.  South of Lake Titicaca in the Andes an inheritance was left  

  us of a ceremonial city with legends to explain why the gods were angered and the earth began to cycle.   

  In Jericho over 8,000 years BC there were left 40 shrines depicting such scenes a volcanoes erupting,  

  vultures working on human corpses, and goddesses birthing bull‟s or ram‟s heads. 

 

Magic, ceremony, and ritual have continued to satisfy the need for man to understand the mysteries of the 

  rites of passage - birth, marriage, provisions, death, earth cycles, and, most important, his relation to the 

  creator, the source of all life.  Since no answers have been found to have been complete within them- 

  selves, man has continued searching, not understanding why the journey on this imseh/planet has not  

  always been this way.  In fact, the more you remember and recall the splendor of the past that existed, 

  further back than recorded history, or the openness and awareness you have experienced elsewhere on  

  other imseh/planets, the greater the pain can be and the more determined you become on your quest. 

 

At this moment, everywhere else within physical existence, despite the various affordable states of evolution 

  or the forms and expressions it takes, there is still a conscious connection to 0 (referenced as AR, and is  

  the symbol for the Total Concept; the creator).  They have a continuous and conscious recognition and 

  availability to both the Creator as expressed through 0/AR and to higher awareness individuals, both 

  physically and non-physically, who share the same common base of understanding that you are now  

  seeking on you unique evolutionary path. 

 

Normally when you evolve to higher awareness structures, such as the human body, you are open and 

  constantly able to remember everything you have experienced or achieved since your creation.  You are  

  able to communicate with everyone else, both physically and non-physically, from a common base of 

  understanding, and a common language which is built upon logic and consistency - which is sadly lacking 

  here - with assistance from others to provide you with the understandings to the upper reaches of creative 

  responsibilities, maintenance and understanding. 

 

At the time which is longer ago than any „channeled‟ or „scientific‟ evidence has validated, a battle was held 

  on this imseh/planet with a composite thought-form known as Ah-loo-cee-varh (it is known here as  

  Lucifer see Section 9, From „Heaven‟ to „Earth‟).  Since then, the leadership responsibilities, essential 

  elementals, and basic balance of the imseh/planet have been upset or removed, and through degeneration  

  has become a far cry from the glorious past it once held.  With the degeneration and controlling forces of 

  Ah-loo-cee-varh, has come the totally rampant development of the programmed conscious mind creating a 

  barrier between the physical self and zjah (non-physical essence, your true nature, trueSelf, Self).  This has 

  created the lonely pangs of fear, pain, anger, and frustration, which has led to man attacking man for false 

  pictures of survival, power being asserted to control others through various means, the most common  

  being the monetary systems; churches and other institutions perpetuating myths, fantasies and super- 

  stitions, and man‟s continued quest for balance in a degenerative structure of emotional, mental and phys- 

  ical diseases and abnormalities. 

 

Since the turn of the century there has come a forward sluice toward looking beyond the mundane world 

  into religious, occult, metaphysical and psychic realms to satisfy man‟s quest to explain what had thus far 

  been the unexplainable.  Yet, the more answers were attempted to be provided, the more questions were 



 

 

  raised which in turn created inconsistencies.  Paranormal investigators reached certain levels of explan- 

  ations in some cases, but rarely consistent under all conditions and never the same as science.  Intuitive 

  psychic or spiritual channels provided information from sources beyond their conscious minds, or thought  

  they had, but it frequently becomes confusing when compared to other sources apparently doing the same 

  thing. 

 

Within the last few years there has come a major breakthrough in understanding on an overall level through 

  the direct physical contact with an individual who spent time here and was able to ascertain why so much  

  of the assistance, which has been rendered from a non-physical base, has been so vastly misinterpreted.   

  The first and most obvious identification to be made was the translation from the language of creation  

  known everywhere, both physically and non-physically, except here, as Eh k‟entoo/the Universal  

  Language.  This language is in accordance with the overall sound current and builds from simple creative 

  principles and/or concepts to larger ones; as well as predating physical existence. 

 

The more difficult identification was that of the operation here of the conscious mind and the programming 

  which is passed down from generation to generation to limit, bind and control the potential of the indi- 

  vidual.  (For more on this subject read WAKE UP and LIVE Book 1, You and Your Potential).  Too often 

  here, the programs and misconceptions you have received from your family and society that have been  

  imprinted within you since your birth, have done nothing but perpetuate your reactions and conscious mind 

  identity within this physical environment.  The conscious mind can never truly comprehend everything,  

  especially if it has not come in direct contact with what it is trying to comprehend, yet it attempts to use so 

  called logic to assess knowledge and direct its actions from a base of superficial intellectual under- 

  standing. 

 

When children are born into a world, here as well as Elsewhere (physicalness other than here), they come in 

  with an understanding of Eh k‟entoo (the Universal Language).  The difference being, Elsewhere the  

  conscious mind is worked with so it does not become a large problem, like it has here.  The conscious  

  mind was set up to be a working tool to assist zjah/trueSelf, not as a controller.  The children here are 

  exposed to all kinds of confusion, mainly from their parents, and are taught odd languages that make no 

  sense to zjah/trueSelf and after 3 or 4 years, for most, this door to zjah/trueSelf closes because it is not 

  being used.  Then they go off to school to do what here calls „learning‟, which is really not learning it‟s  

  institutional memorization.  True learning is an ever expanding process and is not something you have to  

  do, it is something you  want to do, because learning is the foundation upon which everything else stands 

  and exists.  On other imseh/planet(s) the learning that is available is much more useful than what is found 

  here, and, as children here continue their schooling and grow into adulthood they forget that they are more 

  than just a physical body.  As the children here grow and mature they also absorb more and more of the  

  programs and problems of society, eventually forgetting Eh k‟entoo/the Universal Language completely at 

  the conscious mind level, no longer hearing, or comprehending, non-physical transmissions from other 

  individuals, or zjah/trueSelf, who are there to assist in their growth and understanding. 

 

To give a better example of how non-physical transmissions have been misinterpreted, the following are 

  excerpts from three channeled books which at one time received high recognition in spiritual circles for 

  the purity of the information they contained.  Beneath each passage is the original transmission from Eh 

  k‟entoo/the Universal Language and transliterated to English.  Then followed by a brief explanation of the 

  subtleties the conscious mind might have created to produce the cloudiness and misinterpretation of the 

  original message. 

 

The first passage comes from Project: World Evacuation by Tuella, page 175: 

 

          “.. Simplify your lives that you will not be burdened with extraneous material possessions.  Many 

of 

                your homes will become filled with your spiritual family before departure, and space will 

become 

                a premium. 

 

           Besides the citizens of earth, successful evacuation will be given to all the spiritual centers both in  



 

 

                the etheric and the physical in the mountains and beneath the earth.  Records, energy and  

                healing devices, and all instruments of Brotherhoods, will be removed to be returned with 

life 

                on earth at a later day.  Even today‟s plants and animal specimens (similar to the enactment 

                of Noah‟s ark) are being removed to various planets for successful hybridization to 

vibration- 

                ally prepare for their return.  Nature spirits and plant and animal devas are being removed 

to 

                continue their evolution and return in greater forms and expressions.  Ships which have 

been 

                left within the earth for this time will be reactivated, as they will be locally used and then 

lifted  

                with the evacuation.  The civilizations within middle earth which serve the Light will be 

evacu- 

                ated as well as all life upon the surface.  No life will be left for the cleansing cycle, in any 

dimen- 

                sion or expression.” 

 

The following is the original transmission after being translated from Eh k‟entoo into English: 

 

            “.. Unify effort and ideas with everyone of the planet, physically present and non-physically 

based, 

                 communicate and record with the understanding and knowledge from your background and 

                 training, utilize energy in proper fashion to heal.  Consolidate working teams and remove 

all 

                 separateness.  Natural environment will be re-established only by beginning with this. 

      

             The „nature spirits‟ work excessively maintaining proper direction of vibration and balance of 

                 energy to allow combination and consolidation of stones and minerals required to build the 

                 tools necessary during and after to re-establish natural environment for the planet. 

 

              Work together.  Evolution of everyone on the planet and the re-establishment of proper 

balance 

                  require this.” 

 

This passage shows a perfect example of how the conscious mind filters a direct transmission.  This  

  conscious mind had the understanding of storing provisions and being available to relocate.  The trans- 

  mission made reference to proper organization and energy flows, not physical relocations.  The „spiritual 

  family‟ was not meant in the physical sense, but referred to the „conceptual home‟ within.  There was no 

  mention of evacuation, but of unifying efforts needing to be brought together here.  No spaceships were 

  mentioned in this transmission, nor was there any mention of evacuation or middle earth.  Unifying the 

  physical and non-physical life forms was referred to in a co-operative effort to prepare for the future.  The 

  removal of life forms refers to the removing of essences out of the areas which will go under with ish- 

  goo-marh-ish (planetary cycle or earth changes).  We must work together in this preparation. 

 

The name credited in providing the transmission was Jycondria.  Returning to the original Eh k‟entoo/the 

  Universal Language it can be broken down as follows:  (zhi ka en doo re a - see page 1-3 and 1-4) zi = 

  individuality; ka = life; en = understand; doo = perpetuate; re = reflect; ah = always.  In arranging the  

  words to create the concept it comes out, „Always reflect and perpetuate the understanding of life through 

  the individualistic application of the internal knowing‟.  This is not an individual, but a statement.  The 

  individual who sent this is Sahn-darh Oom-di-varhs-chah (see Section 11, Leadership) who travels in a 

  ven-ohs-chah (spaceship) on occasion near this imseh/planet to assist in establishing and maintaining 

  balance, among other things. 

 

The second message comes from World Messages for the Coming Decade, published by Guardian Action 

  Publications, page 13.  This transmission was entitled “The Unbalanced Ledger”. attributed to Saint 



 

 

  Germain, and proceeds with: 

 

       “We of the Great Karmic Board have much to deliberate concerning the coming decade of the world.   

             All things progress under Divine Will.  Some things are permitted, others are ordained to be.   

             there is an unbalanced ledger in the name of this nation which cannot be tampered with.  

Never- 

             theless, we do extend mercy and compassion in all of our decisions and extend all possible  

             leniency in administrating (sic) our final decrees. 

 

         The listening angels and the angel with writer‟s inkhorn by his side, fail not to tally every intension  

              and provocation of the human heart.  Souls cluster in groups, around in (sic) ideology or a 

              principle, and become nations.  As nations, their group karma for good or ill, is registered in  

              the great heavenly records.  America has accumulated great good through many centuries of 

              benevolence toward all, with a friendliness and an inclination toward the ongoing Light of God  

              and the principles of Freedom.” 

 

The original transmission which was translated from Eh k‟entoo/the Universal Language into English was: 

 

           “There is much to consider for this planet and the mission.  All progress is under sight and 

direction 

               of the Total Concept, allowing for free will, ensuring the proper path.  The imbalance 

requires 

               correction, that is inevitable regardless of prayers for mercy.  Do not attempt to interfere.  

Listen 

               well to the Awareness Guides and Guardian Masters present to assist.  Remember the 

objective  

               and maintain purpose, direction, strength.  Know the intention of individuals and groups with  

               whom you are connected.  Groups wield more power than an individual alone and it is 

possible  

               for more influence.  Do not allow control because of confusion to influence you, determine 

your  

               path and karma for yourself.  The principle and objective of the mission always deserves 

your 

               dedication to promote the Light of Total Concept.” 

 

In order to appreciate the interference from the conscious mind in this passage, it must be understood that  

  the conscious mind supplies the words of nation, group karma and angels, because these concepts are not 

  understood elsewhere.  There is no such thing as group karma, but you may return to the same group for  

  more learning.  Karma is nothing more than the learning experiences of the individual.  The angels,  

  especially the one with the writer‟s inkhorn, is a conscious mind translation of the idea that everything that 

  happens is recorded somewhere (except extraneous information, like what you had for breakfast on a  

  specific day or the kind of car you own etc..).  Major activities are recorded by recorders, some of which  

  are physical and operate from a physical base of operation elsewhere.  They do not know of angels, for  

  this concept is not understood elsewhere, but they do pick up more from the non-physical than from the 

  physical, just as you can do. 

 

This passage was sent from Mee-lay-hoo En-schar-dahr, who operates from a physical base on Ah-rhon-gar 

  (see Section 9, From „Heaven‟ to „Earth‟), which is one of two of our outer most planets that has just  

  recently been discovered by an astronomer from England, and are basically unknown to the inhabitants of 

  this world. 

 

The last passage which has been selected is from Startling Revelations by Sari.  This passage is taken from 

   Page 238 within the chapter on the “Grand Canyon as Generator” and begins with: 

 

       “We have told you how the great Grand Canyon is a generator for cosmic energy, but let us elaborate 

            on this Power plant.  You are in awe of its inspiring light and radiant colors.  Now learn just 



 

 

what    

            its light is doing  for mankind.  Man comes and he goes, but this great canyon radiates its light 

to  

            man forever! 

 

       Indeed, a god of antiquity protects this magnificent Body with His co-helpers, all unseen, of course.  

            They keep charging the so-called batteries (currents) of this reflected cosmic generator.  The   

            guards here are spiritual reflections, of course.  And even though chaos is all about you, all is  

            divine order!  There is preparation for a great New Age and man is the „miracle‟,  for he is  

            stepping into Light!  Now without radiation from this canyon, ye would have little life insurance, 

so  

            to speak. 

 

       Light and complimentary color tones travel on the wind, in air, and on sound currents benefiting many  

            states.  Let us mention here the state of Arizona, USA.  Thousands come to that state to be 

healed. 

            Why Arizona?  It is hot and dry in summer, but it is also beautiful.. But what is there about 

Arizona 

            that helps to heal?  The tonal vibrations emanating from the Grand Canyon, of course!” 

 

The original transmission, after the translation, was as follows: 

 

          “Large canyons produce and provide energy in many ways, that which is revealed being present 

                at all times but is only that obvious in canyons.  The light made tangible reflects light and 

                color which provides many vibrations and energy balances for a large surrounding and there 

                 is always one at one edge of the principal balance area. 

 

           „Nature spirits‟ responsible for the stones and minerals protect and maintain the energy balance of 

                 that area, ensuring that a channeled stream of elementals continues in and out of the canyon, 

                 providing whatever is required for combination and/or consolidation, and that projection  

                 includes much which generates sudden occurrences of light reflection. 

 

            Many stones and minerals combine and consolidate within the leadership area.  This utilizes 

many 

                  elementals and passes others to combine within other areas or to pass to the atmosphere 

and/or 

                  return outside the planet‟s protective screen.  Those which are found within the leadership 

area 

                  are the most assistance with building of necessary implements and such other necessities as 

                  healing.  The energies released by the proper passage and/or proper combining of these 

elemen- 

                  tals can also be of assistence in such areas”. 

 

This transmission is a good example of information being passed from zjah/trueSelf to the conscious mind  

  and there being misinterpreted.  Even zjah/trueSelf does not know of physical details like god of antiquity, 

  Arizona, USA, or the Grand Canyon.  Zjah knows things in a more general, conceptual sense.  The Grand 

  Canyon is not a power plant, or a generator, but it is an accessibility area for energy to move in and out. 

 

The author credit‟s the books are being assisted from Phrado and describes Phrado as the „soul‟s mediator‟. 

  within this comment, under the chapter entitled „Source of Identification‟, you can ascertain what was  

  received.  The word mediator in Eh k‟entoo/the Universal Language is phonetically broken down to:  

mee  

  = assist; dee = begin; aye = oversee.  So, the concept would be „attempting in assisting with the overseeing  

  of additional information‟.  Because any acquired knowledge or understanding from your overall evolu- 

  tion is accessed through zjah/trueSelf, anyone who is receiving information from zjah is bound to receive 

  much more than is known from the conscious mind. 



 

 

 

As a result of the confusion being received through both the translations and the conscious mind program- 

  ming, no more long ransmissions have been sent in recent years.  Yes, questions are being answered, but 

  simple and to the point thus allowing the sender of a transission to simplify and clear up any unnecessary 

  confusion created by long transmissions.  So, if you are still receiving these transmissions it is probably  

  from zjah, or are conscious mind imaginations! 

 

If you are sincere in your quest for clarity and truth, learn what is being taught within this and the other  

  WAKE UP and LIVE books.  You will not only become more attuned to zjah and the understandings from 

  your overall knowledge, you may find you will be sent transmissions.  The intention of those individuals  

  on an overall basis responsible for assisting this imseh/planet through the earth changes is to once again 

  transmit information, as we are now well into the prepatory stages and it is time to prepare for the major 

  aspects of ish-goo-mah-ish/planetary cycle. 

 

 

 

  An individual always attempts to perceive within his own framework and realm of 

    experience.  Often this is valid and many times essential, but occasionally it is  

    limiting, and therefore, detrimental to his growth and learning. 

 

  We must make an effort, when confronted with new and vastly different material,  

     to conceived of it externally to ourselves.  In that way we may expand and grow  

     into it rather than forcing it to contract and diminish unto us.          9 April, 

20ll 

 

 

 
 

 

 

    

          

                 

 

                 

      

               

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 


